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Abstract: This paper presents the design, modeling, and control of a hybrid multi-degree-of-freedom
motor (HMDOF motor) that can be applied to unmanned aerial vehicles, such as drones. The
HMDOF motor has a rotating motor and tilting motors separately and enables multi-DOF movement
by driving each motor. In addition, owing to its structural characteristics, it is designed to allow a 3-
or 6-DOF movement in only one motor. In this study, the control performance of an HMDOF motor
was verified using simulated and experimental results. The position control performance for the
rotation speed of the rotating motor was verified, and the control performance of the motor under
the speed of the rotating motor and disturbance on tilting motors were analyzed.

Keywords: multi-DOF (multi-degree-of-freedom) system; multi-DOF motor; hybrid motor; position
control; vector

1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been widespread usage of equipment incorporating multi-
degree-of-freedom (DOF) drive systems, such as cameras gimbals, drones, or robot arms.
Additionally, work processes using multi-DOF systems are more sophisticated, in compari-
son to normal. Generally, multi-DOF systems comprise of many connected motors with
gears and frames, i.e., as many as the DOF number. Therefore, they are larger and heavier
because of the additional motors and have the disadvantage of mechanical loss caused by
the gears [1–3].

For example, a quadcopter has six DOFs for controlling the thrust of the four rotors.
The size of the quadcopter can be designed to be compatible with that of the system;
however, there is a limit to size minimization because four or more rotors are necessary.
Additionally, as the four rotors rotate organically to control the quadcopter, complete
breakdown of even a single rotor makes it is very difficult to control the remaining rotors.
Therefore, a system in which each rotor can move independently has been developed by
using tilting rotors or flexible frames [4–9].

Research has been conducted on realizing a system capable of driving multi-DOF
motors [10–15]. One such study on driving a multi-DOF system involves a spherical
motor. A spherical motor can rotate with a tilted shaft unlike the fixed axis rotation of
a conventional motor. Therefore, research is being actively conducted to implement a
multi-DOF system with a spherical motor. However, owing to the spherical shape of the
motor, it is very difficult to manufacture a spherical stator and to wind a coil around it.

In this paper, a hybrid multi-DOF motor (HMDOF motor) is presented for driving a
multi-DOF system [16–18]. Unlike a spherical motor, in which all coils are responsible for
the tilting and rotational motion, an HMDOF motor is designed with a ‘rotating motor’
in charge of rotating motion and ‘tilting motors’ in charge of tilting motion, respectively.
However, as the entire tilting motor is surrounded by a rotating motor, it appears as if a
single motor is rotating and tilting. This motor is called the “hybrid” type because the
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rotating motor can be easily detached and changed into a structure that can only be tilted.
The motor shaft can be tilted to control the thrust of an attached propeller in the desired
direction. A quadcopter with an HMDOF possesses 6-DOF movement using only one rotor.
In addition, drones designed using two or more HMDOM motors have the advantage of
being able to switch to fault-tolerant control, even if one rotor fails, because a single rotor
can both tilt and rotate.

One of the characteristics of the HMDOF motor is that the mathematical modeling
of the motor requires only simple rotational transformations. Assuming that the body
frame of the motor is fixed, the coordinate systems of the HMDOF motor can be divided
into fixed-body, tilting plane, and rotating motor coordinate frames, respectively. The
description of each coordinate system is discussed in detail in Section 3.1. Assuming that
the centers of all coordinate systems are designed to be the same, system modeling is
possible using simple transformation matrices.

Torque characteristics according to the shape of the tilting motor were compared in
the previous study [16]. In the reference [16], voice coil and SPMSM type tilting motors
were designed and manufactured, and the holding torque (tilting torque) was compared
without the rotating motor. Therefore, this paper shows the control performance with the
SPMSM type tilting motors through simulation and experiment when the rotating motor is
rotating at a constant speed.

In this paper, the structure details of an HMDOF motor are introduced, and the system
modeling is presented. First, the coordinate system set by the parts of the HMDOF and
the system values in each coordinate system were defined and system dynamic equations
represented. Owing to the shaft of this motor tilting and rotating simultaneously, it was
essential to consider the torque due to the gyro effect in the motion equation, so that the
modeling of the motor incorporated the torque equations as well. In addition, a control
algorithm was designed based on the modeling of the motor, and the position control
results were verified and compared through simulations and experiments. Moreover, the
control robustness was verified through an experimental test to apply the disturbances.
Finally, position control tests of the motor were performed at varying rotation speeds to
demonstrate the position control performance of the motor.

2. Structure and Design of the HMDOF Motor
2.1. Structure of the HMDOF Motor

Figure 1a shows the entire HMDOF motor, which is divided into inner and outer
structures [16,17]. The inner structure includes the tilting motors responsible for the tilting
movement and frames with a universal joint and the outer structure includes a rotating
motor responsible for the rotational movement.

Figure 1b shows the universal joint, which is a key part of the inner structure. In
Figure 1b, the roll is the rotating angle about the x-axis and yaw is the rotating angle about
the y-axis. Figure 1c shows the entire inner structure, including the tilting motors for roll
and pitch rotation, position sensors for motors, and the universal joint. In addition, a
motor mounted in the roll and pitch direction is called a ‘roll motor’ and a ‘pitch motor’,
respectively, and the two motors are called ‘tilting motors’. The part of the roll motor that
can be fixed to the ground is called ‘the fixed inner structure’, and the movable part with
the pitch-axis motor is called ‘the moving inner structure’. Each part had two frames for
mounting the motors or position sensors and had two identical tilting motors to generate
twice the torque. However, in this study, only one tilting motor and one position sensor
were used for precision position control using vector control.

Figure 1d shows the top view of the HMDOF motor, wherein the rotating motor is
designed as an outer rotor-type brushless DC (BLDC) motor so that it can be installed
around the inner structure. Therefore, although there are three motors, the overall size of
the motor can be optimized. The stator of the rotating motor is fixed to the upper plane of
the universal joint, called ‘the tilting plane’, and the rotor of the rotating motor is connect-ed
to a bearing, such that it can rotate based on the center of the tilting plane’.
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Meanwhile, as shown in Figure 1b,c, the roll motor is fixed to the ground, and the
structure, including the pitch motor, is rotated by the roll motor rotation. Moreover, the
tilting angle of the tilting plane about the ground was determined by the rotation of the
tilting motors.
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Figure 1. Structure of the HMDOF motor: (a) The whole structure; (b) The universal joint; (c) The
inner structure; (d) The top view of the whole structure.

2.2. Details of the Tilting Motor

Figure 2 shows the inner structure of the HMDOF motor, which includes a universal
joint, tilting motors, resolvers, and a tilting plane (the upper plane of the inner structure).
A surface permanent magnet synchronous motor (SPMSM) was selected for the tilting
motor. It is important to design the inner structure to have an appropriate tilting angle
and torque motor’s target, as the tilting angle range is limited by the size of the inner
structure. Although the design process of the tilting motor is similar to that of conventional
motors, the design goal of the tilting motor is to obtain the maximum holding torque for
position control rather than the rotating speed or torque. Additionally, size minimization
and weight is an additional design goal of the multi-DOF motor for optimizing the system
size and weight.
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Figure 2. Inner structure of the HMDOF motor.

The specifications of the designed tilting motor are presented in Table 1. The SPMSM
for the tilting motor was designed as a three-phase motor with 8 poles and 12 slots. Details
of the SPMSM are presented in Table 1. The SPMSM had an outer diameter of 30 mm and a
stacking of 15 mm. The rated voltage was 12 V, and the designed operating angle ranged
from −30◦ to 30◦. However, the actual operating range was only −15◦ to 15◦.

Table 1. SPMSM specifications for tilting motors.

Variables Value Unit

Max. voltage 12 V
Operating angle −30~30 deg
Outer diameter 30 mm
Inner diameter 16.8 mm

No. of turns 480 Turns
Coil diameter 0.04 mm

Air gap 0.3 mm
Magnet length 1.5 mm

Stack length 15 mm
Stator yoke 1.3 mm

Shaft diameter 6 mm

2.3. Details of the Rotating Motor

Figure 3 shows the rotating motor. It was designed as an outer rotor-type BLDC motor
with a hollow center to match the size of the inner structure. The stator of the rotating
motor was installed on the tilting plane of the moving inner structure, and the shaft was
connected to the center of the tilting plane with a bearing.
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Figure 3. Rotating motor of the HMDOF motor.

The rated output of the rotating motor was 0.5 Nm at 3000 rpm. Unlike a tilting motor
designed for precise position control, the goal of a rotating motor is to control the rotation-al
speed. For speed control, sensorless control for the BLDC motor using 120◦ conduction
mode was selected [19–21]. Moreover, in the case of this motor design, the rotating motor
design process was constrained by the inner diameter, as it initiated only after the size of
the inner structure was predetermined. The voltage limit of the rotating motor was set to
12 V, so that the same power supply that drove the tilting motors could be used.

The rotating motor was designed as a three-phase motor with 28 poles and 24 slots,
with the details listed in Table 2. The motor had an outer diameter of 107.5 mm and a
stacking of 20 mm. In addition, the inner diameter of the motor was 90 mm, and the inner
structure could be inserted into the hollow of the rotating motor. For the rotating motor,
the shaft was connected to the inner structure to support the rotor of the rotating motor.
Therefore, to maintain a constant air gap, it was important to assemble the entire structure
carefully.

Table 2. Motor specifications for the rotating motor.

Variables Value Unit

Max. voltage 12 V
Rated speed 3000 Rpm

Outer diameter 107.5 mm
Inner diameter 90 mm

No. of turns 13 Turns
Coil diameter 0.6 mm

Air gap 1 mm
Magnet length 1 mm

Stack length 20 mm
Stator yoke 1.25 mm
Rotor yoke 1.75 mm
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3. Modeling for HMDOF Motor Simulation
3.1. Coordinate System of the HMDOF Motor

Assuming that the ‘fixed inner structure’ of the HMDOF motor is fixed in a specific
position and does not move, the coordinate system of the motor can be divided into three
categories as follows: the fixed body reference coordinate system (F-frame), ‘the moving
inner structure’ reference coordinate system (T-frame), and the coordinate system of the
rotor of the rotating motor (R-frame).

The F-frame indicates the coordinate system based on the fixed inner structure, and
the roll-axis motor is driven based on the F-frame. Assuming that the fixed inner structure
does not rotate or move, it is the same as that in the ground coordinate system. The T-frame
represents a coordinate system based on a moving inner structure. The pitch motor was
driven based on the T-frame. The R-frame represents a coordinate system based on the rotor
of the rotating motor. The stator of the rotating motor was fixed to the T-frame. Assuming
that the origins of the three coordinate systems are the same, the physical quantities of the
HMDOF motor on the three coordinate systems can be represented on any frame through
transformations, using only the rotation matrices.

Figure 4a shows the roll (φ) pitch (θ), and yaw (ψ) direction of the HMDOF motor.
It assumed the rotating motor is rotating with the speed ofωr. Additionally, the relation
of F- and T-Frames is shown in Figure 4b, wherein the shaft of the rotating motor moves
from the solid red arrow to the dotted red arrow. The T-frame is moved with the shaft.
Additionally, the shaft position of the rotating motor is represented in the Euler angle, as
shown in Figure 4b. The coordinate systems are described in detail following equations.
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The rotation matrix for converting the physical quantities of the T-frame to the F-frame
coordinate system is defined by Equations (1) and (2), according to the Euler transforma-
tion [22–26].

R = RΨRΘRΦ, (1)

RΦ =

1 0 0
0 cos φ − sin φ
0 sin φ cos φ

, RΘ =

 cos θ 0 sin θ
0 1 0

− sin θ 0 cos θ

,

RΦ =

cos ψ − sin ψ 0
sin ψ cos ψ 0

0 0 1

,

(2)

where φ, θ, ψ are the Euler angles on F-frame.
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The angular velocity ω based on the F-frame is derived as Equation (3) using the
derivative of the Euler angles.

ω = C
.
ρ, (3)

In Equation (3), ρ =
[
φ θ ψ

]T is the Euler angles on F-frame and C is a matrix that
converts the derivative of Euler angles on the F-frame to the angular velocity of the T-frame,
as shown in Equation (4).

C =

1 0 − sin θ
0 cos φ cos θ sin φ
0 − sin φ cos θ cos φ

, (4)

3.2. Torque Equations of the HMDOF Motor

The equation of motion for the HMDOF motor can be divided into the equations
of motion for the tilting motors in the T-frame and the rotating motor in the R-frame,
respectively. The equation of motion of the tilting motors is given by Equation (5) in the
T-frame [22–26].

Tt = Jt
.
ω+ω× (Jtω), (5)

where Tt =

Tx
Ty
Tz

 is the total torque of the tilting motors and ω =

ωx
ωy
ωz

 is the rotational

speed of the moving inner structure. Additionally, considering that the tilting motors are
driven symmetrically along the x- and y-axes in the T-frame, and the rotating motor only
rotates about the z-axis, the moment of inertia of the HMDOF motor, including the rotating

motor (Jt), can be expressed as Jt =

Jtx 0 0
0 Jtx 0
0 0 Jtx

.

Moreover, as the rotating motor rotates is based on the z-axis in the T-frame, the
equation of motion by the rotating motor in the T-frame can be given in the following
Equation (6) as

Tr = Jr
.
ωr +ωr × (Jrωr) + TL, (6)

where Tr =

 0
0

Trz

 is the torque of the rotating motor, Jr is the moment of inertia of the rotor

of the rotating motor, andωr =

 0
0
ωrz

 is the rotational speed of the rotating motor. Since

Jr is a constant andωr ×ωr = 0, Equation (6) can be rewritten as Equation (7):

Tr = Jr
.
ωr + TL, (7)

In Equation (7), the rotating motor rotates along the z-axis in the T-frame, wherein the
gyroscopic effect must be considered. The equation of motion owing to the gyro effect in
the T-frame is given by Equation (8) as

Tgyro = ωt × Lr, (8)

where Lr denotes the angular momentum of the rotating motor. The rotating motor has
only the z-component of the angular momentum, and the rotating motor, including the
moving inner structure, can be tilted along the roll and pitch directions. Therefore,ωt and
Lr are given by Equation (9) as

ωt =

ωx
ωy
0

, Lr =

 0
0

Jrωr

. (9)
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Equation (10) is written using Equations (8) and (9) as

Tgyro =

 ωy Jrωr
−ωx Jrωr

0

. (10)

Considering Equation (10), Equation (5) is rewritten as Equation (11) as

Tt = Jt
.
ω+ω× (Jtω) + Tgyro. (11)

Equation (12) is the torque equation in the F-frame, which can be obtained by con-
verting Equation (11) using the transformation matrices of Equations (2) and (3),

TF = RTt = Jt

( .
C

.
ρ+

.
C

..
ρ
)
+ C

.
ρ×

(
JtC

.
ρ
)
+ C

.
ρ× Lr. (12)

Finally, the equation of motion for the HMDOF motor was obtained in the F-frame. In
the next section, we derive the torque equation of the motor from the voltage equation of
each motor, and the simulation was performed using the motion equation of the HMDOF
motor, based on Equation (12).

3.3. Torque Equation of the Tilting Motor

As mentioned above, tilting and rotating motors were designed as SMPSM. Addition-
ally, the tilting motors, including the roll and pitch motors, were controlled using vector
control for precise position control. To use vector control, the rotor position was measured
by the resolver, and the current values of the three phases were measured using cur-rent
transducers. Therefore, position control was precise and efficient, as it was possible to
determine the exact position of the rotor of the tilting motors and generate the desired
torque.

The following shows the process of deriving the d–q-axis voltage equation from
the three-phase voltage equation for one of the tilting motors and represents the torque
equation from the q-axis current. First, the voltage equation of the three-phase SPMSM can
be expressed as Equation (13).

vabc = Raiabc +
d
dt

Labciabc +
d
dt

λabc, (13)

where vabc =
[
va vb vc

]T is the phase voltage, iabc =
[
ia ib ic

]T is the phase current,

Ra is the phase resistance, and λabc =
[
φ f a φ f b φ f c

]T is the permanent magnet flux
linking the stator winding. In addition, Labc is the self-inductance of the stator winding in
Equation (14)

Labc =

 Ls − 1
2 Ls − 1

2 Ls
− 1

2 Ls Ls − 1
2 Ls

− 1
2 Ls − 1

2 Ls Ls

. (14)

Equation (13) can be converted into the voltage equation of the d–q-axis in Equa-
tion (16) using the transformation matrix in Equation (15).

Cdq =
2
3

[
cos θ cos

(
θ − 2

3 π
)

cos
(
θ + 2

3 π
)

− sin θ − sin
(
θ − 2

3 π
)

− sin
(
θ + 2

3 π
)], (15)

vdq = Cdqvabc

= Cdq

(
Raiabc +

d
dt Labc(Cdq

TCdq)iabc +
d
dt λabc

)
= Raidq + CdqLabcCdq

T d
dt idq + Cdq

d
dt λabc

(16)
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where vdq =
[
vd vq

]T are the d–q-axis voltages, and idq =
[
id iq

]T are the d–q-axis
currents. Equation (16) can be rewritten as Equation (17) as[

vd
vq

]
=

[
Ra + pLa −ωrmLa

ωrLa Ra + pLa

][
id
iq

]
+

[
0

ωrmφ f

]
, (17)

where p = d
dt is the derivative operator, ωrm is the motor speed, and La = (3/2) Ls

the equivalent inductance. Equation (18) shows the torque of the motor obtained using
Equation (17) as

T =
3
2

P
2

φ f iq. (18)

Based on the motion equation of the tilting motors in Section 3.2 and the voltage
equation of the tilting motors in Section 3.3, the simulation model of the tilting motors was
developed, as explained in the following section.

4. Simulation and Experiment of the HMDOF Motor Control
4.1. Simulation of the HMDOF Motor Control

Mathematical modeling of the motor is required to simulate the HMDOF motor control.
Therefore, a simulation model of the HMDOF motor was developed using the motion
equations and voltage of the HMDOF motor obtained in Section 3. The rotating motor
was controlled at the desired speed, and there was no disturbance in the rotating motor,
except for the gyroscopic effect. Therefore, in this simulation, we focused on the gyroscopic
effect that occurs in the position control of the tilting motors, and the result of the currents
flowing in the tilting motors.

The overall block diagram for position control of the HMDOF motor is shown in
Figure 5a. It includes the position control of roll and pitch directions and the speed control
of the rotating motor. In this figure, the subscripts ‘d’ and ‘q’ mean the d- and q-axis, the
subscripts ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’ mean its phase, and the subscripts ‘x’, ‘y’, ‘z’ mean the variables for
‘roll motor’, ‘pitch motor’, and ‘rotating motor’, respectively. In addition, the superscript ‘*’
means the command and the other variables without superscript are measured or estimated
values. Therefore, for example, ixd

∗ means the command of d-axis current for roll motor.

Table 3. Specifications for tilting motor.

Variables Value Unit

Number of Poles (P) 8 -
DC link Voltage 20 V

Current limit 3 A
Operating angle −15~15 deg
Resistance (Ra) 1.8 ohm
Inductance (Ls) 1.49 mH

PM linkage flux (φ f ) 25.8 mWb
The moment of inertia (Jtx) 0.005 kg·m2/s
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The block diagram of the HMDOF motor is shown in Figure 5b, wherein the equations
for the modeling of the motor is shown. In this simulation, the mathematical model,
HMDOF, is developed with the equations in Section 3 and the parameters in Table 3.

Table 3 shows the specifications of tilting motor for this simulation. The DC-link
voltage for controlling the tilting motors was 20 V, considering the maximum voltage of the
motor in Table 1 and the phase current was limited to 3 A. Moreover, the operating angle
range was limited to ±15, and it is reduced for considering the motion of the manufactured
motor. The resistance, inductance, and PM linkage flux are noted in Table 3, and they are
applied for the modeling of tilting motors and the control algorithm.

The inputs of the position controller of the tilting motors in Figure 5a were the com-
mand angle of the motor and the feedback measured by the resolver. The outputs of
the controller were the d–q axis currents of the tilting motors, calculated using the PID
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controller. The gains of the PID controller were set as follows: Kp = 10, Ki = 10, and Kd = 5,
respectively. It is common to implement the speed controller after the position controller;
however, in an HMDOF motor, the speed controller is omitted because the operating range
is small. The output of the position controller is set to the command of the q-axis current
controller, which is proportional to the motor torque. Finally, the sampling frequency of
the position controller is set to 1 kHz.

The current controllers in Figure 5a were developed to independently control the d-
and q-axes. The feedback of the d–q-axis currents was converted from the measured three-
phase currents of the motor. Meanwhile, the command of the d-axis current was set to zero
because the tilting motors were not driven in the field-weakening control for high-speed
operation. Therefore, only the q-axis current command was proportional to the output of
the position controller. Although each current controller included a PI controller, the q-axis
current controller has a feed-forward compensator to compensate for the gyroscopic effect.
The gains of the PI current controller were set as Kp = 10 and Ki = 5, and the feed-forward
gain was set to 20.

The block diagram of the HMDOF motor in Figure 5b was developed according to
the motion and voltage equations described in Section 3. The equations for modeling
the motor are from Equations (16)–(18). From these equations, the d–q axis voltages and
currents can be calculated and the motor torque is also calculated with parameters in
Table 3. Additionally, the motion of the HMDOF motor is developed from Equations (3), (7),
(11), and (12). The tilting angles are calculated from the equation of motion with the torque.
Referring to the experimental setup in Section 4.2, the HMDOF is fixed on the ground.
Therefore, there is no motion in yaw direction of the entire HMDOF, and it is described as
Tz = 0 in Figure 5b. However, the rotating torque only for rotating motor is noted as Tr.
As shown in Figure 5a, the tilting and rotating motors were independently controlled for
the desired torque, speed, and position. The simulation in Figure 5 shows the results of
the position control of the tilting motors when the speed of the rotating motor (ωr

∗) was
1000 RPM. Additionally, position control was simulated when the roll angle command (θx

∗)
was zero and the pitch angle command (θy

∗) was changed from 0◦ to 5◦.
Figure 6 shows the results of the position control. It includes the angle commands and

feedback in the roll and pitch directions and the q-axis current commands and feedback of
the tilting motors. In Figure 6a,b, ixq and iyq denote the q-axis currents of the roll and pitch
motors, respectively, and θx and θy denote the roll and pitch angles, respectively. Figure 6c
shows the trajectory of the tilting motors on the θx − θy plane. As shown in Figure 6a,b,
the position command of the pitch motor is changed, but the position command of the
roll motor maintains zero; however, the position feedback of the roll motor is notched
by approximately 0.2◦ by the gyroscopic effect. The torque of the roll motor is generated
to overcome the movement due to the gyroscopic effect, which can be confirmed by the
ixq command and feedback in Figure 6a. In addition, it shows that zero-degree control
of the roll motor is well performed according to the test results. In particular, the q-axis
maximum current of the roll motor was approximately 1.5 A (0.15 Nm). In Figure 6b, the
q-axis current and angle results of the pitch motor are shown. The q-axis maximum current
of the pitch motor was approximately 2.5 A (0.3 Nm). The maximum angle feedback of the
pitch motor was 5.8◦ for a command of 5◦, and the settling time of the pitch motor control
was approximately 1.2 s.

The modeling and coordinate system settings of the HMDOF motor were confirmed
through simulation results. Owing to the gyroscopic effect, the control results of the unidi-
rectional motor affected the motion of the other motor. Therefore, the control algorithm
of the manufactured motor was implemented by considering the torque of the gyroscopic
effect. Additionally, the PID position controllers and the PI current controllers have been
constructed in the simulation, and their control gains have been set up. The period and
gains of the controllers for the experiments are implemented by referring to the simulation
result.
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speed of 1000 RPM: (a) The control results of the roll motor; (b) The control results of the pitch motor;
(c) The trajectory of the tilting motors on the θx − θy plane.

4.2. Experimnets on the HMDOF Motor Control

This section describes the experimental results obtained using the manufactured
HMDOF motor. As in the previous simulation, the results of the position control test of
the tilting motors with the rotation of the rotating motor are shown in following figures;
with Figure 7 showing the HMDOF motor and its experimental configuration. For tilting
control, each direction of the inner structure had one SPMSM and one resolver, and the d-q
vector control was performed with the position of the rotor measured by the resolver.

As mentioned in Section 2, the rotating motor surrounding the inner structure was
manufactured as a three-phase outer rotor-type BLDC motor and the stator of the rotating
motor was fixed to the moving inner structure. Additionally, an inertial measurement unit
(IMU) was implemented on the moving inner structure and used to measure the tilting
angle of the HMDOF motor. The position angle commands of the tilting motors were
calculated using the attitude angles of the HMDOF motor from the IMU data.

The motor control board for the experiment included Texas Instruments TMS320F28335.
Three sets of three-phase inverters using an IGBT were implemented for the control experi-
ments.

To set a test condition similar to that of the simulation, the DC link voltage for motor
control was set to 20 V, and the maximum current value from the inverter was limited to 3
A. In addition, considering the mechanical interference of the moving inner structure, the
operating angle range of the tilting motors was limited to ±15◦. The control period and
gains are set up by referring to the simulation.

Figures 8 and 9 show the results of the position control when the speed of the rotating
motor was 1120 RPM. As in the previous simulation, a feedforward compensator consid-
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ering the gyroscopic effect was applied to the position controller. The PID control gains
were set to be the same as those in the simulation. However, the gain of the feedforward
compensator was set to 0 in Figure 8, and to 20 in Figure 9.
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Figure 8. The experiment results for the position control of the HMDOF motor at the rotating motor
speed of 1120 RPM (without feedforward compensator): (a) the control results of the roll motor;
(b) the control results of the pitch motor; (c) the trajectory of the tilting motors on the θx − θy plane.
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Figure 9. The experiment results for the position control of the HMDOF motor at the rotating motor
speed of 1120 RPM (with feedforward compensator): (a) the control results of the roll motor; (b) the
control results of the pitch motor; (c) the trajectory of the tilting motors on the θx − θy plane.

Position control was performed when the position command in the roll direction was
set to 0◦ and the pitch angle command was changed to 0◦ Ô 5◦ Ô 0◦. Figures 8 and 9 show
the q-axis current and the angle data of the roll and pitch motors, respectively.

In Figures 8 and 9, ixq and iyq denote the q-axis currents of the roll and pitch motors,
respectively, and θx and θy denote the roll and pitch angles, respectively. Figures 8c and 9c
show the trajectories of the tilting motors on the θx − θy plane.

In Figure 9, the position control with the compensator performs better than the results
in Figure 8. In Figure 9a,b, when the pitch axis command was changed, the q-axis current
of the roll motor was notched by approximately 1.62 A. The tilt angle of the roll motor
had an overshoot of 1.5◦. The q-axis maximum current of the pitch motor was measured
by 2.7 A. Moreover, the maximum angle of the pitch motor was measured to be about
6.8◦, and the settling time was measured to be about 1.7 s. In Figure 9c, the trajectory of
the HMDOF motor converges in a clockwise direction. We determined the similarity of
the results between the simulation and the experiment. According to the simulation and
experimental results, the gyroscopic effect occurs in the position control of the HMDOF,
and the HMDOF motor modeling and control algorithm must consider this to control the
desired position. Additionally, further research will be carried out to reduce the response
time and improve the control algorithm based on these results.

Figure 10 shows the roll and pitch angles from the IMU data when a disturbance was
intentionally injected. The disturbance is generated by randomly applying a weight load of
approximately 100 g to the tilting motors while controlling their zero position for the tilting
motors. According to the test results, it was determined that the position angle of the motor
changed by at most 20◦ when the disturbance was applied, but the attitude angle of the
HMDOF by the IMU data was maintained at less than 1◦. Therefore, from this test result,
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it can be confirmed that precise control is performed even when a random disturbance is
applied.
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Figure 10. The experiment results for the position control of the HMDOF motor with the disturbance:
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Figure 11 shows the results of verifying the position control performance at the rotating
motor speed. For the test, the magnitude of the steady-state current and position angle of
the tilting motors were measured at the speed of the rotating motor.
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Figure 11 shows the comparison result of the q-axis current of each motor at the
position angle of the tilting motors while controlling the speed of the rotating motor to 0,
340, and 1120 RPM, respectively. From the results, it is observed that even if the speed of
the rotating load were increased to 1120 RPM, the magnitude of the q-axis current flowing
through the tilting motor during position control hardly differs. This implies that a similar
torque for position control is required at different rotating speeds. However, owing to
the cogging torque of the tilting motors, a difference in the current occurs, depending
on the position angle. Moreover, as confirmed by the previous test results, the q-axis
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current is affected by the disturbance of the gyroscopic effect. Therefore, further research
on optimizing the control algorithm should be conducted in the future to achieve faster
and more precise response characteristics.

5. Conclusions

The HMDOF motor has both tilting motors and a rotating motor; therefore, it can be
easily driven in multi-DOF. Loads of the HMDOF motor are divided into the weight of
the motor and the speed of the rotating motor. The load weight is an important factor in
the design of the motor size. However, the speed of the rotating motor affects the control
performance of the motor. In this study, the performance of the motor was verified through
simulations and experiments using an HMDOF motor with a specific speed of the rotating
motor.

For the construction of mathematical models of the motor, the following were consid-
ered. First, the coordinate systems of the motor were defined along the tilting and rotating
motions of the HMDOF motor. Second, the physical quantity of the motor was represented
in each coordinate system. Finally, for the simulation, the torque equation was derived
from the voltage equation of the motor, and the mathematical modeling of the motor
was completed using the equation of motion and transformation matrices to a specific
coordinate system. The HMDOF motor was simulated using mathematical modeling.

Position control tests were performed to verify the control performance of the manu-
factured HMDOF motor. The position control of the tilting motor was performed when
the rotating motor was rotating at a specific speed. In the position control algorithm, the
disturbance caused by the gyroscopic effect was considered for precision control, and the
position control performance of the HMDOF motor was verified by controlling the tilting
motor to the desired position. Moreover, the robustness of the control against disturbances
applied to the motor was verified. Finally, the steady-state characteristics of the tilting
motor were verified based on the speed of the rotating motor.

From the results of this study, it was confirmed that the HMDOF motor can be used
in fields that require tilting control with rotating loads, particularly in drones with one
or more rotors. In future studies, it will be possible to expand the range of utilization of
multi-DOF motors, such as optimization of the size of the motor and improvement of the
control algorithm for a fast response.
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